Tips & Tricks
TOP TIP
Angled fence
for routing discs
Here’s a router table fence that
I devised to rout the edges of
circular discs with bearing-less
bits. Starting with a 3⁄4 × 12 × 21"
piece of MDF, I used my framing
square to lay out a right
triangle with 12" legs. I drilled
a 2"-diameter hole through
the inside corner, and then
removed the triangular cutout.
To set the V-shaped fence,
place it on your router table so
that the bit rests in the center
hole, and clamp one end to
your router table. Position the
workpiece into the V, and then
pivot the fence until the piece
contacts the bit. Then clamp
the fence’s other end. (For safe

1. Pivot fence to
adjust depth of cut.

90°

2. Roll disc against
left-hand fence.
3. Feed disc
counter-clockwise
against both fences.

feeding when cutting a heavy
profile, plan on taking a series
of shallow cuts, readjusting
the fence after each one.)
To rout, place the disc against
the right-hand fence, and then
roll it forward to make contact
with the left-hand fence. With
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the disc touching both fences,
spin it counter-clockwise until
you have completed the cut.
(For routing thick material,
use a fence that’s thick
enough to provide bearing
for the unrouted section.)
—Serge Duclos, Delson, Quebec

Releasing
double-faced
tape
I’ve read how woodworkers
sometimes struggle with the
removal of parts adhered
together with double-faced tape.
I learned at our local furniture
school to just put some acetone
in a liquid storage bottle and
add a couple of drops to each
point of attachment. Wait a
few seconds and a small child
could pull the pieces apart.
—Jake Jacobs, Pryor, Oklahoma

Washer
Threaded rod (or section
of a machine screw)

PVC pipe Washer

Nut

Extracting blind dowels
When restoring antique doors,
cabinets, and other projects,
I often need to disassemble a
joint that was secured with
either half-blind dowels or
with through-dowels that can
only be accessed from one end.
Here’s a technique that I’ve
found works very well on most
older joints (although new joints
with some modern adhesives
may prove problematic).
To extract the dowel, I first
drill a hole through its axis,
leaving some wood at the
perimeter. I then cut a length
of threaded rod (or section
of machine screw), whose
diameter is slightly less than

the hole’s diameter. Next, I
fix the rod into the hole using
quick-set epoxy, taping off
the area around the hole to
protect it from epoxy spillage.
After the epoxy has cured
fully, I center a flat washer
over the dowel, surrounding it
as closely as possible without
overlaying it. Atop that, I place
a short length of schedule 40
or 80 PVC pipe that has an
outside diameter that’s slightly
less than that of the washer,
and top that off with another
washer. All that’s left to do is
thread on a nut and tighten it to
pull the dowel out of its hole.
—Alan Bowes, Alna, Maine
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Tips & Tricks
Sheet goods
dolly
The older I get, the harder
it is to manage full sheets of
plywood and MDF. To take some
of the pain out of handling sheet
materials, I turned a $1 yard
sale skateboard into a valuable
shop assistant. As shown in the
drawing, I notched both ends of
the deck so that the edge of the
panel could lay flat on the board.
I can now easily maneuver
a 4×8' panel around my shop.
When the panel is centered on
the board, I find that I can even
rock the skateboard enough to
skip over electrical cords. (If
you need to traverse gravel,
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Notch ends of
skateboard to
accommodate
panel edge.

grass, or other rough terrain,
look for an all-terrain board
with oversized wheels.)
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—Leslie Bradshaw,
Hartsville, South Carolina

Tips & Tricks
Tap-’n-lock vise
To secure a board to your
workbench without a standard
vise, all you need is a pair of
round dogs (in matching dog
holes, of course) and a wooden
wedge. Place your board
between the two dogs, insert

the wedge, and give the end a
light tap. As it’s driven in, the
wedge will rotate the adjacent
dog to redirect pressure against
the end of your stock and lock
the board to your bench.
You can easily make wedges of

different widths and thicknesses
as needed to suit different lengths
and thicknesses of stock. The
taper angle isn’t critical, but I find
that a shallow angle works best.
—Alejandro Balbis,
Longueuil, Quebec

Drive wedge
to secure stock
between round dogs.
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